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When applying mazimum likelihood estimation in jointly eatimating a labour
aupply function and a wage equation, it may be practically impossible, both ana-
tytically and numerically, to calculate the required reaponse probabilitiea especially
if the model ia non-linear. In practice therefore, usually simplifying assumptiona
are made, which enhance the tractability of a model, but at the same time under-
mine ita conaittency with economic theory. In the present paper we are propoaing
methods oCestimation for mixed diacrete-continuous types of modela in which the
responae probabilitiea are replaced by simulatora. To illuatrate the methoda in
practice, we conaider a rathet simple two-equation Iabour supply model. The ad-
vantage of this ia that we can compare the aimulation methoda with traditional
eatimators that would not be feasible in a more complicated setting. The vari-
oua estimation methods are each first tried out on artificial date, to investigate
their performance. After that, they are applied to the empirical model. The ea-
timation methods perform well on artificial data although alightly lesa than ML,
but much better than aimulated ML. In the empirical application the various eati-
mation methoda appear to yield comparable estimates. However, computation of
elasticities reveals aubatantial differencea.
~The authon thank the Organiaatie voor Strntegisch Arbeidsmarktonderaoek (OSA) for kindl7 pto-
viding the data. Thanks are due to Arthur van Soest for his help and to Peler Kooreman for his uaeful
commeats2
1 Introduction
This paper investigates the applicability of estimation methods for labour supply
models which make use of simulators for the response probabilities. The methods of
estimation usually applied, like maximum likelihood and the method of momenta, make
use of the probabilities of individuals participating in the labour force. If the labour
supply model is non-linear and if onc wants to incorporate the tax and social security
system, theteby assuming that the budget constraints of the individuals are non-convex,
the calculation of the participation probabilities may be impossible and there is possibly
no other way to estimate the model than making use of simulated moments types of
estimators.
McFadden (1989) presents a method oí simulated moments estimator for the multino-
mial response model. The attractiveness of the method is that the number of repiicationa
which is used to simulate the reponse probabilities can be kept fixed to any positive in-
teger without destroying the consistency property of the estimator. In a short time an
extensive literature has blossomed in which this approach has been extended and re-
fined. The emphasis has been on computational accuracy and speed in the evaluation
of multi-dimensional probabilities, often under normality or closely related assumptions
and linearity. See Hajivassiliou (1992) for an overview.
The method of simulated moments estimator, however, is in its simplest form only
suitable for discrete response data, whereas in labour supply models the data are usually
of a mixed discrete-continuous nature, giving information on whether or not individuak
are working and if so, how many hours. Furthermore, any realistic utility consiatent
model will entail non-linearities and non-normality, ao that the various refinements men-
tioned will not be applicable. Therefore, we want to set up estimation by simulation
methods for the mixed discrete-continuous type of model that one typically finda in
labour supply analysis.
Different routes can be followed. The most straightforward way is to replace the
response probabilities in the likelihood function by simulators, thereby aimulating the
likelihood function. It can be inferred from Gouriéroux and Montfort (1989) that this
method of simulated maximum likelihood (SML) is not consistent for an arbitary, fixed
number of replications to simulate the reaponse probabilities. Lerman and Manski (1981)
show that a similar method for the multinomial response model may require huge num-
bers of replications. To circumvent this problem an alternative is to use the method
of simulated scores (MSS) which is based on the simulation of the vector of scorea of
the log-likelihood function. As in McFadden (1989), point of departure is the property
of the likelihood function that under weak regularity conditions the expectation oí the
score vector equals zero at the true parameter value. This score vector will be replaced
by a eimulated score vector. An estimator can be obtained by minimizing the length of
the simulated score. The score vector will be simulated in such a way that the property
of having a zero expectation at the true parameter value carries over to the simulated
score vector. There is no unique way to achieve this and therefore we will propose and
compare three different methods of estimation. The method of simulated scores is also
used by Hajivassiliou (1989).
The methods of estimation will be applied to the joint estimation of a labour supply3
function, non-linear in the wage rate, and a wage equation. In this application, we
assume a linear budget conatraint. This is a rather simple model and in fact it can
be estimated by maximum likelihood, using numerical integration. The main purpose
of lhe applicalion is to gain insight in the practical properties of the MSS methods.
Il~~nce we have chosen a modcl simplr. enough so that ML is feasible and we can compare
the performance o[ the MSS estimators with ML. In a companion paper (Blcemen and
Kapteyn (1992)) one oí the MSS- estimators is applied to a much more complicated
model with random preferences and non-convex budget constraints. In that model ML
is not feasible. We will present Monte Cazlo results as well as real data estimates. In
the Monte Carlo study different MSS estimators are compared with each other as well
as with ML and SML with a limited number of replications.
The order of presentation is as follows: In the next section we set out the basic model
where labour supply is a(possibly nonlinear) function of the wage rate and nonlabour
income. Errors in the wage equation are additive and their nature remains unspecified. In
section 3 different simulators for the score vector are proposed, each of them generating
an alternative method of estimation. Also, attention will be paid to the statistical
propcrtics oi the methods. Li Section 4 the propertiea of these estimators and of ML are
first investigated by means oí some Monte Carlo experiments. Next, the estimators are
applied to the analysis oí labour supply of Dutch females.
The general finding is that the MSS estimators perform quite well, though of course
slightly below ML, whereas simulated ML may perform poorly. We conclude that the
MSS eatimators proposed present viable routes for the estimation of utility consistent
labour supply rnodels.4
2 The basic rnodel
Our point of dcparlurc is a two-equation model consisting of a labour supply equation
and a log-wage equation.
h~n - h(wnfi~niQ)}E~
log(w„) - w(x,,,T1) ~ u„
(2.1)
(2.2)
h;, is observed and equals the number of hours worked by individual n if the n-th
individual is working; h;, is unobserved if the n-th individual is non-working,
h„ - h;, if h;, ~ 0 (2.3)
h„-0ifh;,GO ('l.4)
where h„ is the actual number of hours worked by individual n, w~ is the after-tax
real wage rate which will be unobserved for a non-working individual, ~n is non-labour
income, x„ is a vector of observable characteristics of individual n, ~3 is a parameter
vector with dimension l, ~ is a vector of parameters with dimension q, E„ and u„ are







and joint probability density function f(E,,, u„), independent across observations. For
ease of notation we introduce the dummy variable d„ with
d„-1ifh;,CO (2.5)
d„-0ifh;,~0 (2.6)
We start by deriving the joint probabilíty density function of h„ and w„
given x„ and p,,. First, an expression for the joint density of h~ and w„ has to be found.
Using the 1-1 transformations E„ - h;, - h(w,,, fe,,;,Q) and u„ - log(w„) - w(x,,; q), we
can employ the joint density oi E„ and u„ to get the density function g'(hn,w„) of h~









9(h.,,w„) - f(h:, - h(wn,W,.iA),log(wn) - w(x~in)),~~ (2.7)
-ooGhnGoo
OGw„Goo
From this we can derive the mixed discrete-continuous probability density
function of h„ and w,,, g(h,,,w„~x,,,p,,,B) where B contains the parameters of ~, rl and
the upper triangular or, equivalently, the lower triangulaz elements of E.
9(hn,wnlxn,Y~.,,B) - S P(h" ~ O~x,,,lh„B) if h„ - 0
l g'(h,,,w„~x,,,p.,,,B) if h„ ~ 0,0 G w„ G o05
whcre
P(h~ G O~xn,l~n,B) - f ~ fo 9~(h,w~xn,pn,B)dhdw (2.8)
0 00
For ease of notation this probability will be denoted by P(B) or by P,,. The wage w is
integrated out because for non-working individuals we have no observatione on the wage
rate. We shall denote the probability of working 1- Pn(B) by Pn(B) or simply by P.
Wr. assume Uiat our sample is ordered in such a way that the observations 1 to Nl refer
to non-working individuals and the observations NI t 1 to N are working individuals.
We now formulate the log-likelihood function of the model.
L(B~xn,l~n,wn,hn,n - 1,...,N) -
N, N
~1nPn(B)f ~ In9~(hn,wn~xn,Wn,B) (2.9)
n-7 n-N,}1
This is differentiated wíth respcct to B to derive the first order conditions for a maximum.
aL(e) ~ 81nP(B) ~ aing~(hn,wnlxn,,~,,,e)




where 8M~ is the maximum likclihood estimator of B.
Altarnatively, we can rewrite the derivative oí the log-likelihood function as
B~~B) - ~ fdnalnaB(B)
-h (1 -
d„)aln9~(hn,~é~xn,Iln,B)1 (2.12)
where dn is the dummy vallriable introduced above. J
Let Bo be the true parameter value. It is easy to show that if the supports of hn and wn




which is the result of the fact that the expectation of the derivative of the log-density
function with respect to B at the true parameter value equals zero. In fact, the first order
derivative oí the log-likelihood function divided by tlie sample size can be looked upon
as a moment estimator of
E raing(h,w~x,li,B)1
(2.14) l eB J
evaluated at the parameter value B.
A procedure whicl, is o[ten followed ir, estimating this type of model is a two-step
procedure. First, the wage equation is estimated using data on working individuals. The
resulting estimates of the parameter vector tl and the characteristics x of the non-working
indivi- duals are used to construct a proxy for the wage variables of the non-working in-
dividuals. Second, this constructed data-set is used to estimate the labour supply func-
tion, using Tobit-like methods. This method will in general yield inconsistent estimates,s
particularly for non-linear labour-supply functions. A correct procedure would be to es-
timate the model simultaneously. A drawback of simultaneous estimation of the model is
the difficulty in calculating the response probabilities analytically whenever the model is
aon-linear, whereas numerical approximation can be expensive and time-consuming. Our
purpose is to develop estimation methods for models of the type (1.1)-(1.2) that allow
for simultaneous estimation also if the function h is quite complicated (as for instance
in the case, where h represents the outcome of utility maximization under a non-linear
and non-convex budget constraint). To this end we make use of simulators for the re-
sponse probabilities like the ones proposed by McFadden (1989). However, unlike his
paper, we shall not restrict ourselves to the diacrete response model. We will employ a
discrete-continuous type of estimation method. The property (2.13) will be made use
of Lo develop a method of simulated moments type oí estimation. We want to replace
the response probabilities in (2.12) by simulators and we want to do that in such a way
that property (2.13) carries over to the simulated score vector. Then an estimator can
be found by minimizing the length of the simulated score vector.7
3 Estimation
Three ways of simulating the score of the log-likelihood function are considered. The
first method teplaces the discrete part of the score by an expression with an instrument
matrix and a simulator for the response probability of non-working individuals. The
disadvantage of this method is that the consistency of the estimator will depend on the
choice of the matrix of instruments. This is due to the fact that the expectation oí the
simulated score, evaluated at the true parameter value Bo, does not equal zero, unless
a specific form for the matrix of instruments is chosen which makes use of a consistent
estimator for Bo. So in order to get a consistent estimatar, we need a consistent estimator
obtained from a different estimation procedure. Therefore, the first method is only useful
to increase efficiency ofthe first round estimator obtained by one of the next two methods.
The second method ofestimation also uses a matrix of instruments. The estimatorwill be
consistent, irrespective of the choice ofthe instruments. To simulate the score, simulators
oí the response probabilities and their derivatives are needed for each individual, both
non-working and working. A second estimation round can be performed to increase
the efficiency of the estimators, using an updated version of the matrix of instruments.
This method directly extends Mc Fadden's (1989) estimation method for the discrete
response model, by adding a continuous component to his objective function. The third
method does not rely on a matrix of instruments. Only simulators of the derivatives of
the respouse probabilities are required.
3.1 Method 1
tiVe rewrite the first order derivative of the log-likelihood function in the following
way.
~~BB) - ~ I~nZn(1 - Pn) f (1 -




where Zn :- eB (3.2)
Pn(1 - Pn)
Now the vector Zn is replaced by an arbitary vector of instruments Zn, which does not
depend on B. The resulting expression is
aáéB) -~ IdnZn(1 - P) f(1 - dn)81n9~(hn,8é~xn,f~n,B)l (3.3)
where the superscript 1 reflers to the number of the method. Calculating thJe expectation
of expression ( 3.3), conditional on Zn, evaluated at the true parameter value Bo yields
E( 8B1 ~Zn~
-~ IPnZn(1 - Pn) f 8a nJ
(3.4)
n-1 `
(with Pn - 1- Pn) which in general doesn't equal zero. However, if we construct Zn in
such a way that
sr,
plítn('1,.,) . ln(lNe Y') at Bs (3.5)8
we have that at the true parameter value Bo the simulated score has asymptotic mean
equal to zero.
The response probability P(B) in expression (3.3) is replaced by a írequency simulator
or by a so called smooth unbiased simulator k„(B,vR) where vR is a vector of R dtawings
from some distribution which does not depend on B. The simulator is unbiased if it has
the property
"lMi1B,vR)) - Pn(e) (3.6)
A smooth unbiased simulator can be constructed in the same way as in Monte Carlo
importance sampling, see e.g. Hammersley and Handscomb (1979). Take a density
function ry(h,w) with support coinciding with the bounds of the integrals in expression
(2.8) for P,,. The response probabiGty can be rewritten as:
P„(6) - f~ f o r(h,w~x,,,p,,,9)ry(h,w)dhdw (3.7)
o ~
with
r(h,w~x.,,ll,,,e) - g~(hry(hx,Wj,.'B) (3.8)
For every n, R random vectors (h(,,,,), w(,,,,)) are drawn from the density function ry(h, w),
independently across observations and not depending on the parameter vector B. By




where vR consists of the drawings (h(,,,,),w(,,,,)). The function r(.,.~.,.,.) is the so called
weight function which corrects for the fact that we are drawing random numbers from
the distribution with density function ry(.,.) instead of the true distribution with density
function g'(.,.~.,.,.). If ry(.,.) and g'(.,.~...,.) coincide the weight function is identically
equal to 1. In our application, described in the next section, we will actually use a
slightly different way of simulating the response probabilitíes by exploiting the normality
assumptions and the assumed linearity of the log-wage equation. Therefore, we don't
have to choose a density function ry(h,w). However, in more complicated applications,
as in Bloemen and Kapteyn (1992), weight functions are necessary.
As indicated by McFadden (1989), a simulator for the derivatives of P can be con-
structed in a similar way. An unbiased simulator m(B, vR) of the derivativea of P„ is
1 R 8r(h(~,n),w(r,n)~xn,l~,,,e)
mn(B,vR) - ~ R ,-, 8B
For the simulation of (3.3) we only need k,,. The simulated score is:
(3.10)
81n g'(h,,, w„~x,,, N,,, 9)











where the matrix of instruments has to be based on the following formula, evaluated in
the true parameter point (or at least at a consistent estimate of it):
mn(B~vR') ( )
Zn - ~(B~vR;)(1 - kn(B,viis))
3.14
where mn(B, vR, ) is an unbiased simulator of the derivatives of Pn(B), and vRs are drawn
independently of the vR which are used in minimizing aN(B). The number of drawings to
simulate the vector oí instruments is denoted by Ra to indicate that it is not necessarily
equal to R, the number of drawings used to construct k„(B,vR) in (3.11). The reason for
presenting this method oí estimation is that the asymptotic variance of this method is
lower than the aymptotic variance of the methods presented in the next two subsections,
which will be explained in section 3.4. Therefore, a two-step procedure could be followed:
First, obtain a consistent estimate by applying one of the other estimation methods and
second, use the estimates to construct the vector of instruments in (3.14) and apply
method 1 to increase the efl'iciency of the estimates.
We are interested in the error we make by replacing the score vector by a simulator.
Thetefore, the simulated score in (3.11) is rewritten as the sum of the true score in (3.1)
and a simulation residual.
where
KR(B) - ~~ f RES, (3.15)
N N L
RE.Sl - ~ dr7in(Pn - ~) f ~ ~(Zn - Zn)(1 - nn) (3.1Ó)
n-1 n-1
For ease of notation the arguments are omitted. The first term of (3.16) can be rewritten
as
1 N R
R ~ ~ d,Zn(Pn - k,,.) (3.17)
where k,,, is the r-th term oí le,,. By increasing the number of drawings R this term will
tend to zcro. In the second term, the vector Zn appears which is a non-linear function of
the símulators. Because the two factors in this term are independent by construction, we
concentrate on Zn - Zn. If Zn is constructed in a proper way, i.e. by using a consistent
estimate for B, then
plimR:-,,,(Zn - Zn) - 0 (3.18)
so !~y taking the number of drawings to construct the vector of instruments large enough
the second term also can be made arbitrarily small. The variance of the simulation
residual determines the loss of efficiency caused by using the simulated score instead
of the true score vector. In the next subsection we discuss how the variance of the
simulation residual can be influenced by the number of drawings R.
Since the derivation of the asymptotic distribution is equivalent for the three estima-
tors we will treat the asymptotic properties of the estimators at the end of this section.10
3.2 Method 2
In order to obtain the second method of estimation we rewrite the score of the
log-likelihood function as
8L 81ng'(h,,,w„~z,,,p,,,,B) - 81nP11
áe - E{Z~(~, - P.,) f(1- ~,) [ 8e ae 11 (s.ls)
with Z„ defined as above. The first component of this expression equals the score of the
log-likelihood of the binary response model. Ií we replace the vector Z„ by an arbitary
vector of instruments Z,,, independent of B, the expectation of the resulting expression,
conditional on T.,,, equals zero at the trur. paramcter valuc B~.
To simulate P(B) we use the simulator k„(B,vR) defiiied above. The problem is how
to simulate e áé . To see why this is a problem we rewrite this expression as
81n P„ 1 8P„
8B - P 8B (3.20)
It ís not difl'icult to construct unbiased simulators of P„ and eeB , as we showed before.
However, if we use their simulators k„(B,vR) and m„(B,vR) to simulate 880 , we don't
get un unbiased simulator.
Trc„(B,vit) 81nP ( ) E
k~(B,vR) ~ 8B 3.21
So the expectation of the sirnulated score evaluated at Bo won't equal zero. It is not
clear how to get an unbiased simulator of eeB . In order to solve this problem, we will
simulate ( 1 - d„)e éB instead of e áé ~
E I(1 - d.,)8
ó8 n] - 8B~ (3.22)
We now replace ( 1 - d„)e áé byl 88B . As a result, the original score vector is replaced
by




Inserting the simulators for the response probabilities and their derivatives in this ex-
pression gives the simulated score:




The estimation procedure becomes: Choose instrument vectors Z„ and minimize the
length of the simulated score.
min KR(B)'KR(B) (3.25) e
We can increase the efTiciency of the estimator by rerunning the procedure using the
updated vectors of instruments, as described in the preceding subsection.11
Again we are interested in the simulation residual. First, (3.19) with Zn teplaced by
Zn is compared with (3.24). Then the following residual is obtained:
R~~LZn(P - k,,.)-Smn.-(1-d.,)aBBn~J (3.26)
This is the simulation residual corresponding lto the comparisonof the moments estimator
(Zn replaced by Zn) with the simulated moments estimator. The dummy variable can
be rewritten as
án - Pn ~ Vn
with E(~n) - 0
and Var(Vn) - P(1 - Pn)
Inserting this in the residual gives:
(3.27)
1 N R j ( 8Pn j N 81n Pn
R ~ ~ I Zn(Pn - ~C„r) - { T7Ln. - 9B ~J - ~ vn 98 (3.28)
n-1r-ll l V n-1 U
The variance of the first term of (3.28) can be reduced by increasing the number of
drawings R. Suppose that Var(Zn(Pn - k,,,.) - {mnr - 880 }] - ~n, conditional on the
instruments Zn. This variance does not depend on r because the drawings are i.i.d.
Then the variance of the first term is R~n ~-n. With fixed N, increasing R to infinity
results in reducing this variance to zero. The second term is the error which is caused
by the fact that (1 - dn)e eB is simulated by a simulator for BB . The expectation of
this term equals zero, whereas the variance equals ~~1 PPn81eo gop . This term oï
the simulation residual cannot be influenced by the number of drawings. Thereíore, this
term leads to inefficiency, also for large R.
To compare the efficiency of the method of simulated moments estimator to the
maximum likelihood estimatot, also the term involving the difference between Zn and
Zn has to be taken into account. The simulation residual then becomes:
RESy - R L~ !~
~Zn(Pn - 1rn.) -( mnr - ~gn
~~ }
L~(Zn-Zn)(~-kn)-~ Vn8een n-1r-1 L l n-1 n-1
(3.29)
Here the same observations can be made as for method 1.
3.3 Method 3
As opposed to the first two methods of estimation, we won't rewrite the score of the
log-likelihood function in a form involving instrument vectors Zn. Instead, we immedi-
ately replace the discrete part of the score by a simulator. In analogy with the preceding
method, we replace d„81~ by j. This yields the expression
8i~3 N 8Pn ~9~(Í1nrwnlxniÍ~n~e)
áe - ~ [ áe
t (1 - d„)
88 ] (3.30)
n-112
The derivative of the probability is replaced by its simulator m„(B, vR), which leads to
the following expression for the simulated acore:
KR(B) - ~ Imn(BevH) -} (1 - dn)a9.(hn, ~~xn,lln,e)l (3.31)
n-1 L 1




We compare this method of simulating the score with the method described in the
preceding subsection. Because Pn - 1- Pn, we find that
8Pn 8P
áe - -áe
The same relation holds for their simulators:
.
rRn B, vR --T71n 9, vR
Inserting this in the simulated score, we obtain
(3.33)
(3.34)
KR -n~ I(1 -dn)89~(hn,~~xn,f~~,e)
-,;,rn(B,vR)1 (3.35)
'I~his is exactly thc sccuud ccLirnpuncul uf Lhc siruulaLcd scurc uf rncLhud 'l. ObviuuslY. bY
replacing the derivative of the lóg-response probability by a simulator for the derivative
of the response probability, some information is lost and eeB' and the second component
of eea' become indistinguishable. Metlrod 2 has the intuitively appealing property that
it includes the minimization of the distance between the binary response indicator d„
and its theoretical expectation Pn. The simulation residual for method 3 can be found
in the same way as for method 2 and is given by
N 81n P
RES3 - R ~ ~ [mn~ - 8B - ~
vn ae (3.36)
n-1r-1 n-1
The residual contains the same error which is not influenced by the number of drawings
R as method 2.
3.4 Asymptotic distribution of the estimators
In the preceding subsections we presented three ways to simulate the first order
derivatives of the log-likelihood function. The simulated score vectors of inethods 2 and
3 satisfy the property that their expectation, evaluated at the true parameter vector Bo,
equals zero, whereas the probability limit of the simulated score of inethod 1 equals zero
at the true parameter value 9o if the vectors of instruments are constructed in a proper
way. Therefore, the length of the expectation of the símulated score is minimized at
the true parameter value Bo. It is intuitively clear that if we minimize the length of the13
simulated score, the resulting parameter vector 6R at which minimization takes place,
will converge to the true parameter value Bo, or, equivalently, BR will be a consistent
estimator oí Bo.
We assume that
~Ká(Bo) ~Y N(O,Vito),i - 1,...,3 (3.37)
with VÁO eome positive definite symmetric matrix. Below, we explain that this assump-
tion can be justified on the basis of centtal limit arguments. Using this assumption and
the consistency of BR, apart from usual regulatity assumptions on the parameter space
and the like, it ís possible to show (see, for example, Pakes and Pollard ( 1989)) that
~(6R - Bo) ~Y N(0, (r' r')-'r' Véor'(r' r')-' ) (3.38)
1 8(aL: e, )
where I"~ - plimN
aB
(3.39)
We now will comment on the assumed normality of the simulated score. The expectation
of the simulated score, conditional on the instruments, equals zero at Bo for i- 2,3. It
was shown that the simulated score could be written as the sum of the true score vector
and a simulation residual. It is well-known that under general conditions the distribution
of the true score vector divided by the square root of the sample size converges to a
normal distribution. The assumed independence across observations and the fact that the
simulators are constructed using independent random drawings can be used to apply the
Lindeberg-Feller central limit theotem to prove the normality of the simulation residuala
(conditional on the instruments) divided by the square root of the sample eize. The
distribution of the simulated score then converges to the sum of two normal distributions
which is in turn a normal distribution. Wecan do the same for method 1, but not without
recalling that the instruments have to be constructed such that (3.5) is satisfied.
Using the expression of the asymptotic covariance matrix and the results of the anal-
ysis of the simulation residuals in the preceding subsections it is possible to analyse
the efficiency of the estimators by comparing the asymptotic covariance matrices of the
simulation estimators with the asymptotic covariance matrix of the maximum likelihood
estimaior. It is a well known result that
v fv (BML - Bo) ~Y N(0~ ~ML) (3.40)





To make clear the relation with the asymptotic covariance matrix of the simulation
estimators we rewrite S2ML as
~ML - (r1NLrML)-'r,yLvMLrML(rMLrML)-') (3.43)
where
a~BLBo
I I'ML - p1imN
aB - -B (3.44)14
which is the equivalent of (3.39), and





Recall that V~y~ - B. For method 1, if the instruments are constructed properly and if
the number of drawings to construct the instruments tend to infinity I'1~ and P~~ are
equivalent. Then the efficiency comparison reduces to comparing V~L with VR for this
method. The difference between these matrices is given by the covariance matrix of the
simulation residuals. In section 3.1 it has been derived that this variance disappears
íf R tends to infinity. Therefore we can conclude that if the matrix of instruments
is constructed on the basis of (3.14) and if both the number of drawings to construct
this matrix and the number of drawings to simulate the response probabilities tend to
infinity, the covariance matrix of the method 1 estimator and the covariance matrix of the
maximum likelihood estimator are asymptotically equal. Of course, this result has only
theoretical meaning because the reason why we construct these simulation estimators is
tu be able lo kex~p the unrnber of drawinRs fixed and sniall.
To examine tkic ef6cicucy of inetliod 2 it has to be nuted first that because of replace-
ment (3.22), the simulated score KR(B) does not tend to the true score if N is fixed and
R tends to infinity. Therefore, we first need to establish the relation between I'My and
T~~. From (3.19) and (3.23) it is readily established that
r''-rML-
-plim~, E~1[(Z" - Z")gáe f 88é (d" - P) -~ v"g Bae ~~geé áe, (3.46)
fron~ whicó unly the lirst thrce terms equal reru if lhe instrumenls are cuttslructed sueh
tV~at (3.5) is satisfiecl, i.e. accurding to forinula (3.14) with drawings tending to infinity.
h'rom the analysis uf the simulation residuals it bccomes clear that if the matrix of
iuslrumcnls is cuuslruclcd according lu (;i.l~t) with drawings lcndiug to infinity, and if
the response probabilities and their derivatives are simulated with R tending to infinity
as well, the asymptotic variance of the score of the likelihood function, evaluated in a
consistent estimator is exceeded by X, where
I N 81uÍ;,81u1;,
X- plirn
~N Z~"}" 88 8B' )
(3.47)
` "-1
which was derived in section 3.2. The same expression can be derived for method 3.
Finally, to estimate the covariance matrix we calculate
~R - (Í"'i")-lÍ"'VRÍ"(T`'T`)-' (3.48)
with
18(e ~~)
r~ - N 8B
(3.49)
N
Vé - ~, ~ Kna(ea)K"R(Bé)~ (3.50)
n-1
where the index n indicates the n-th compunent of the simulated score. Fxpression (3.50)
can be calculated by simulation.15
4 Monte Carlo and empirical application
We will now illustrate the properties of the various estimatora by making specific
assumptions about the form of the labour supply function and the log-wage equation.
We then compare the estimation methods first by Monte Carlo methods and next by
estimating the specification for a sample of 849 married female individuals, drawn in
1985. We'll assume that the preferences of the individuals are described by a utility
Íunction introduced by Hausman and Ruud (1984), which implies a labour supply func-
tion quadratic in the wage rate and linear in non-labour income. The wage equation
is assumed to be log-linear. The disturbances of the labour supply function and the
log-wage equation are assumed to be normally distributed.
Tl~c specific form o[ tlic labour supply function under the assumption oí a linear
budget constraint becomes:
h(wn, I~.,,Q) - Qa t Ir~Qs f wnQa (4.1)
with 1 W;. - Qi f p., -F w,.Qs f ZwnQ~ (4.2)
Inserting the expression for ~;, in the labour supply function and reparameterizing gives:
h(wn,1~,., ~) - ~i -f- {~nas f wnaa -f- 2w~~~ with (4.3)
~~ - a3~Q~a~
~~ - Q~
~3 - Q2N3 ~ F~4
a~ - QzP,
The log-wage equation becomes:
ii
loB wn -~ rlixni i- un
i-1
where
~ x„1 - 1 for all n,
~ xn: -
log of number of persons in individual n's family,
~ x„~ -
the number of children with age below 6 of individual n,
~ x„9 - log-age oí individual n,
~ x„s to x„e
are dummy indicators for the level of education of individual n,
where x„s is the lowest level of education,
x„s is the next to the lowest education level etc.
For the highest education level no dummy indicator is includedls
a x„a and x„lo
are indicators for the type of education received,
x„o is a dummy indicator for non-technical and non-commercial type of education,
x„lo is a dummy indicator for aemi-technical and semi-commercial type of educa-
tion.
For technical and commercial type of education no dummy indicator is included,
~
~ xnll - xn9
~ here w„ is the after tax hourly wage rate; labour supply will be measured in hours
per week
The complete model thus reads
h,. - ~1 -F ~~~~ f w„~a -F Zw,~,o:4 -F e„ (4.5)
11
logw,. - ~ nix~i -I- u„
i-1
e„ and u„ are jointly normally distributed with
`un I N N"0 I ~~I
~ a~ a~,.
- o~u ou
h„ - hn ií h;, ~ 0 (4.9)
h„ - Oifh;,GO (4.10)
We now derive an expression for the response probabilities and their derivatives.
Under the normality assumptions the joint probability density function of h„ and w„ is
f(hn~w..ITrnÍinre) -
P(B) if h„ - 0 (4.11)
1 ~-1 eX 1 fLn - hlwnflinf a) ~ 1 hn - hlwn,iin,~)
i.12 ]
2aw„ I I P- 2( logw„ - r~ x„ ) ( log w„ - 1; x„ ) ( )
where
ifh„~O,OGw„Goo
Pn(B) - fm~ - h~eXP (r! x~ f~uv),{~n, ~~ f P~~v 1
exp {-1v2}dv (4.13)
m ( QEIu ) 27[ 2
with
P-áou~a~~„-a~(1-P~) ~17
and where 4'(.) is the standard norrnal distribution íuuction.
We have written the double integral in a form with the well-known function ~(.) and
an integral over the atandard normal variable v. As a result we only need to aimulate
the second integral over v. Because the standard normal distribution function doesn't
depend on the parameters, we don't have to choose a weighting density function as
described for the general case in the preceding section. To simulate the probability P„
we can simply draw from the standard normal distribution and compute the expression
under the integral sign.
We obtain the following expression for Lhe smooth unbiased eimulator of P,,.
k„(B v. )- R~~(- h~eXp (rl~xr -f o„álu)~f~,., ~~ t Pv.vn.l
~ R L. ` J
e
(4.14)
where the v~, are independent random drawings from the standard normal distribution.
To simulate the derivative of P„ with respect to, say, B~ we first write
~ 8~ ~-h[~:Din s,.to.v).P..a~fOr.v~
8Bn BBo.I- 1 exp {-Zv2}dv (4.15) , -Im , 2~
where the derivative in the integrand can be calculated analytically. Then we simulate
it by
h~: ,':.to.~. at o.~. 1 R 84; - o. ~~
~i(B,vx) - R ~ 8B~
4.1 Monte Carlo results
(4.16)
To get an idea about the performance of the estimation methoda we have performed
some Monte Carlo experiments. Fitst ofall, values for the parameters in (4.5), (4.6), (4.7)
and (4.8) were chosen. Next, disturbances e„ and u,,, n- 1,...,N, were generated, under
the assumptions (4.7), (4.8) with v,,, - 0. The characteristics x„~ from the sample were
used to generate wages w,,, n- 1,...,N. Included are the constant term with parameter
pl, log(age) with parameter n~ and tlre square of log(age) with parameter ~a. These
wages were used to generate the hn, n- 1,...,N. Making use of (4.9) and (4.10) and the
non-labour income series from the sample, we generated the „observations~ h,,.
This generated data set was used to estimate the model with different methods of
estimation. First of all the model is estimated with maximum likelihood (ML) using
numerical integration. The Gauss-Hermite quadrature formula is used with a number
of abscissae equal to 16, see e.g. Stroud and Secrest (1966). The second method of
estimation is simulated maximum likelihood (SML) with a number of drawings R equal
to 10. Here the probabilities are simulated according to (4.14) and inserted in the
likelihood functíon directly. Although this method is inconsistent for a fixed and small
number of drawings, it still would be useful if the asymplotic bias wcre small. Finally,
the model is estimatcd using lhe three MSS estirnators, abbrcviated as MSS1, MSS2 and18
MSS3 below. Two different numbers of drawings to simulate the response probabilities
are used, i.e. R- 1 and R - 10. The mattix of instruments is constructed on the basis
of formula (3.13) evaluated in the true parameter point, where the number of drawings
to simulate the instruments is Ry - 10 ior both MSS1 and MSS2. For MSS1 the model
is also estimated with Ry - 500 and R- 1.
Tables 4.1 presents the results of the Monte Carlo study. The Monte Carlo proce-
dure was repeated 20 times, so that the numbers in the tables refer to means over 20
replicationa. This modest number of replications has been chosen in view of the rather
heavy computational burden of non-lineaz optimization problems in general. For each
parameter the first line presents the mean of the estimates as given by:
xo
Bi - 20 ~ B~, )- 1, ..., N (4.17)
~-i
N is the number of parameters, whereas the subscript j stands for the j-th component
of the parameter vector. The second line gives the sample standard deviation of the
estimates:
xo
SD~ - 201 1~(Bi - ei)2, 9- 1, ..., N (4.18)
The third line presents the relative error:
rel. err. - 10001o x ~B~ - Bo~~~~eo~~ (4.19)
From the table it can be seen that the ML estimator in general performs best in the
sense that it has the lowest standard errors and the lowest relative errors. It is clear that
SML with R- 10 performs very badly. It performs even worse than all of the three MSS
variants with R- 1. Therefore, the use of MSS instead of SML is not just something
which only has theoretical relevance. Comparing difterent numbers of drawings of the
same MSS estimator it can be seen that the standard deviations decrease with the
increase in number of drawings, which is consistent with the analysis of the eimulation
residuals in chapter 3. For MSS1 the number of drawings Ry to simulate the matrix
oí instruments has been increased from 10 to 500. Recall that for this method the
construction oí the matrix of instruments not only affects the efficiency of the estimator
but also its consistency. MSS1 with R- 1 and Ry - 500 outperforms MSS1 with
R- 10 and Ry - 10. The standard deviations are comparable with those of MSS2 with
R- 1 and Ry - 10, but they are not lower than the MSS2 standard deviations, which
questions the use of MSS1. Comparing MSS2 with MSS3 it can be said that for R- 1
method 2 has the lower standard deviations and the higher relative errors, whereas fot
R- 10 the differences are rather small, although MSS3 seems to perform slightly better,
which may be due to the fact that in MSS2 theoretically an additional inefficiency is
introduced by simulating the matrix of instruments with only Ry - 10 drawings.
One may question the practical relevance of the experiments so far with respect to
MSS1 and MSS2, since the instruments were computed at the true parameter point
which of course is unknown in practice. 'fo see how tliis affects results, Table 4.2 preseuts
results for MSS1 and MSS2 with instruments based on estimates obtained with MSS3.ls
Moreover, Table 4.2 alao presents the mean atandard error of the estimatea over the
twenty replications so that a comparison with the sample standard deviations is possible.
Comparing the table with the corresponding columna in Table 4.1, one observee that
MSS 1 is a bit more sensitive to the choice ofinatrumenta than MSS2, as one would expect.
Actually, MSS2 is hardly affected at all by the new instrumenta. Although MSS1 doea
give somewhat different estimatea now, they are not systematically worse than before,
sometimes the relative error is better, and aometimea it is worse. It remaina true that the
small value for Ry induces inefficiency. Finally, we observe that the estimated standard
errora tend to be of a similar magnitude as the etandard deviations, though with some
exceptíons. The standard errors tend to be a little higher than the standard deviations,
hence one could take standard errors take as a somewhat conservative estimate of the
inaccuracy of the estimates.
We conclude that for SML the limited number of drawings of 10 is clearly not suf-
ficient for a reasonable performance of the estimator. All of the three MSS eatimatora
perform acceptably even with only one drawing, although it is dear that efficiency can
be improved by taking more than one drawing.20
TABLE 4.1 MONTE CARLO RESULTS
parameter Bo ML SML MSS1
R-10 R-1,Rz-10
al -8.686 -8.961 -5.996 -19.122
SD 0.586 15.689 12.004
rel. err. (plo) 3.166 31.0 120.1
a, -0.0482 -0.0483 -0.414 -0.0503
SD 0.0146 0.653 0.0126
rei. err. (010) 0.265 760.4 4.443
a~ 3.137 3.098 -2.258 9.09U
SD 0.0784 10.249 1.118
rel. err. (010) 1.259 172.0 30.4
a4 -0.163 -0.156 -0.109 -0.210
Sll 0.0085U 0.0598 0.0587
rel. err. (qo) 4.518 33.2 29.0
~~ 346.921 346.923 254.785 601.509
SD 0.0233 255.331 581.318
rel. err. (oïo) 0.00552 26.6 73.4
a~ 1.080 1.175 0.448 1.966
SD 0.123 0.572 2.311
rel. err. (Plo) 8.809 58.6 82.0
r~l -11.801 -11.860 158.243 -8.983
SD 0.0597 202.316 5.900
rel. err. (070) 0.501 1440.1 23.9
~Z 8.644 8.560 5.600 7.124
SD 0.118 6.436 3.284
rel. err. (010) 0.972 35.2 17.6
n3 -1.199 -1.189 -3.801 -0.978
SD 0.0383 7.795 0.453
rel. etr. (qo) 0.844 217.0 18.421
TABLE 4.1 MONTE CARLO RESULTS (continued)
parameter MSS1 MSS1 MSS2 MSS2
R-10,Ra-10 R-1,Ra-500 R-1,Ry-10 R-10,Ra-10
a, -22.589 - 10.765 -2.517 -6.705
SD 11.920 6.556 6.880 3.407
rel. err. (oI'o) 160.1 23.9 71.0 22.8
az -0.0436 -0.0490 -0.0493 -0.0503
SD 0.0185 0.0136 0.0110 0.0116
rel. err. (olo) 9.451 1.752 2.405 4.388
a3 4.535 3.353 2.624 2.921
SD 1.220 0.685 0.528 0.303
rel. err. (olo) 44.6 6.890 16.4 6.890
a~ -0.221 -0.173 -0.147 -0.156
SD 0.0548 0.0300 0.0194 0.0139
rel. err. (010) 35.6 5.976 9.913 4.340
o~ 366.357 349.480 347.272 347.013
SD 63.981 8.146 0.469 0.163
rel. err. (qo) 5.602 0.736 0.101 0.0266
o~ 7.586 2.809 0.995 1.004
SD 16.004 6.503 0.0869 0.0686
rel. err. (PIo) 602.4 160.1 7.896 7.066
nl -8.430 -8.694 -12.602 - 12.022
SD 3.342 5.512 5.382 0.630
rel. err. (olo) 28.6 26.3 6.783 1.871
rls 7.299 7.100 9.215 8.859
SD 1.683 2.963 2.970 0.389
rel. err. (01'0) 15.6 17.9 6.609 2.482
n, -1.003 -0.990 -1.291 -1.243
SD 0.227 0.423 0.411 0.0689
rel. err. (olo) 16.4 17.4 7.707 3.65822





rel. err. (oïo) 35.7 0.00420
as -0.0445 -0.0506
SD 0.0193 0.0141
rel. err. ("lo) 7.609 5.125
a3 3.305 3.091
SD 0.691 0.178
rel. err. (010) 5.355 1.460
ad -0.168 -0.161
SD 0.0230 0.0100
rel. err. (oI'o) 3.233 0.982
Q~ 342.439 346.921
SD 19.954 0.000762
rcl. err. (oI'o) 1.292 0.0475 x 10-'
ou 1.116 1.065
SD 0.155 0.0994
rel. err. (qo) 3.332 1.427
r)1 -12.031 -11.775
SD 7.450 0.0955
rel. err. (QJo) 1.946 0.225
rl, 8.651 8.696
SD 4.092 0.167
rel. err. (ola) 0.0850 0.599
r13 -1.185 -1.216
SD 0.565 0.0544
rel. err. (010) 1.127 1.41823
TABLE 4.2 ADDITIONAL MONTE CARLO RESULTS, TWO STAGES
paramct~r MSSI MSS2
!t .-- 10,lt~ -- l0 !t -- IU,ItZ - lU
al -19.261 - - 6.146
SD 11.771 4.086
Est. SE. 14.623 9.369
rel. err. (Qla) 121.8 29.242
ai -0.0560 -0.0508
SD 0.0177 0.0121
Est. SE. 0.0106 0.00989
rel. err. (olo) 16.208 5.560
aa 4.068 2.902
SD 1.073 0.366
Est. SE. 1.318 0.607
rel. err. (elo) 29.678 7.490
a~ -0.211 -0.156
SD 0.0528 0.0154
Est. SE. 0.0674 0.0231
rel. err. (oI'o) 29.155 4.575
v~ 647.011 347.050
SD 460.838 0.210
Est. SE. 493.617 103.994
rel. err. (oJ'o) 86.501 0.371 x 10-'
v„ 5.095 1.0001
SD 12.633 0.0756
Est. SE. 2.673 0.0696
rel. err. (01'0) 371.8 7.335
rl~ -11.286 -11.650
SD 12.470 10.542
Est. SE. 14.975 11.945
rel. err. (010) 4.371 0.152
riz 8.814 8.647
SD 7.301 4.928
Est. SE. 8.539 6.734
rel. err. (Qlo) 1.970 0.299 x 10-'
rt3 -1.224 -1.212
SD 1.020 0.843
Est. SE. 1.191 0.951
rel. err. (o1a) 2.119 1.09824
4.2 Estimation results
We now present the estimates of the model for the real data. The model has been
estimated using the three methods described in section 3 and by ML. For each method,
the model was estimated under the assumption v~„ - 0 with two different numbers of
drawings; R- 5 and R- 10. The restriction o~„ - 0 is relaxed below. The instrument
matrices are constructed using Ry - 10 drawings.
In table 4.3 the ML estimates are given. The estimates have the expected sign. The
maximum number oí hours worked occurs at a wage rate of about 11 guildera per hour,
the wage rate reaches its maximum at the age of 35 yeats.
In table 4.4 the estimates by method 1, using R- 5 drawings from the standard
normal distribution, and their asymptotic standard errors are presented. To circumvent
problems with consistency, we used the estimates ofinethod 3(see table 4.9) to construct
the matrix ofinstruments. Most of the parameter estimates have the expected sign. Non-
labour income has a negative impact on labour supply. The estimate of the linear wage
parameter is positive and the estimate of the squared wage parameter is negative. We
can calculate that the number of hours worked reachea its maximum at a wagerate oí Dfl.
13.5 per hour. Log-family aize influences the log-wage rate negatively. The education
dummies have the expected negative sign. Moreover, the higher the level of education,
the lese negative is the parameter estimate of the corresponding education dummy. From
the parameter estimates of log-age and its square we can calculate that the wage rate
reaches it maximum at the age of 38.
The estimates in table 4.5 are also obtained by applying method 1, but now we have
used R- 10 drawings to construct the simulators. Again, most of the estimates hxve
the expected sign. The maximum of the number of hours worked with respect to the
wage rate is reached at w- 13.4. The log-wage rate reaches its maximum with respect
to age at 38 years. The estimatea don't differ much from the ones in table 4.4, but the
standard errors are aomewhat lower.
In table 4.6 we present the estimates obtained by method 2. The matrix ofinstruments
is constructed using the estimates in table 4.9. Apart from the other parameter estimatea,
now also the parameter estimate of i13 (number of children below the age of 6) has the
expected aign. The wage ia maximal at the age of 37 and the number of hours supplzed
is rnaximal at a wagc ratc oC 54.7.
Table 4.7 shows the method 2 eatimatea when R- 10 drawings are used. Again, the
matrix of inatruments is constructed using the estimates in table 4.9. The wage equation
is maximal at the age of 37, whereas labour supply is maximal at a wage rate of 32.9.
The main difference between the method 1 estimates and the method 2 estimates are
the parameter estimates of the labour supply function.
Finally, we look at the estimates obtained by method 3. In table 4.8 the results with
R- 5 drawings are presented. We can make the same remarks about the signs of the
estimates as in the previous cases. Wage is maximal at the age of 38 and houra supplied
are maximal at the wage rate of 9.4. To obtain the results in table 4.9, we used R- 10
drawings to construct the simulators. Most of the standard errors of the estimates are
lower than in table 4.8, and whenever they aren't lower, they are only slightly higher.
In table 4.10 we present the estimation results with R- 50 drawings. Comparing25
tables 4.4 and 4.8, we see that there is not much difference between the results with R
- 10 and R - 50 drawings. Apparently R- 10 drawings are in this case sufiicient to
minimize the efíect of the simulation residuals.
Comparing the three methods, we can say that method 1 is the cheapest in C.P.U.-
time because it doesn't make use of simulatore of the derivatives. Also, it appears to
produce the smallest standard errors. However, it only makes sense to use this method
when a consistent estimate ia available to construct the matrix of instruments. Method
2 is the most expensive in C.P.U:time.
Table 4.11 gives the results of estimating the model without the restriction of zero
correlation between the disturbancea by method 3, using 10 drawings to simulate the
response probabilities. The estimates oí the disturbances' variances and the covariance
imply a correlation coefficient of p- 0.082 which is not significantly different from zero.
A comparison of tables 4.11 and 4.9 reveals no big shifts in the parameter estimates.
To get some more feeling for the differences in estimates across methods, we present
elasticities of hours worked and of participation with respect to wages. These have been
calculated as ~aggregate" elasticities in the sense that all wages in the sample have been
raised by 501o and then hours and participation probabilitiea have been predicted for
every individual in the sample. The observed changes in the sample averages of these
quantities are used to compute the elasticities. The results are given in table 4.12.
Strikingly, ML gives elasticities that are much larger than those implied by the other
methods. Method 1 is most similar to ML in this respect. It is hard to interpret these
differences. In principle they would call for specification teats. Given the simplistic
nature of the model and the illustrative purposes of the estimation we abstain from a
specification search.r
As a final comparison of estimation methods, we present in table 4.13 the likelihood
values correspondirig to the estimates obtained by the various methods. We now see that
MSS2 is closest to ML arrd MSS3 has the lowest likelihood value.
rPresumably the moat important problem with the present model is that it avsumes that anyone
who wants to work can do so (if h' ~ 0, one works a positive amount of houra). Thie assumption is tar
too sttong, xe for instance Blundell, Ham and Meghir (1987) or Kapteyn and Woitties (1989).26
TABLE 4.3 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD TABLE 4.4 ESTIMATES BY METHOD 1
ESTIMATES NUMBER OF DRAWINGS R- 5
parameter Bt standard error pazameter Bl standazd error
al -86.696 10.860 al -22.595 9.43
a' -5.60510-~ 0.00936 aa -6.19410-~ 0.02
as 12.1126 1.312 a~ 3.158 1.12
aa -0.574 0.0625 aa -0.117 0.05
o? 558.052 96.753 a? 309.942 17.53
ou 0.135 0.0164 ou 6.81910-3 0.01
01 -14.959 3.733 trl -11.855 2.43
r~j -0.387 0.0766 rM -0.118 0.06
rla -8.765 10-' 0.0206 qs 1.353 30-~ 0.03
pa 10.322 2.110 r~a 8.198 1.39
ria -0.767 0.119 rla -0.522 0.10
pa -0.771 0.117 tla -0.454 0.10
rM -0.625 0.115 tl~ -0.395 0.10
pa -0.317 0.112 r)e -0.156 0.10
rIp 0.266 0.410 rle 0.163 0.04
nlo 5.61110-s 0.0511 plo fi.79610-~ 0.04
n11 -1.452 0.295 r~ll -1.128 0.02
TABLE 4.5 ESTIMATES BY METHOD 1 TABLE 4.6 ESTIMATES BY METHOD 2
NUMAER OF DRAWINGS R- 10 NUMBER OF DRAWINGS R- 5
parameter Bl standard error parameter B3 -- - standard error
al -22.595 9.09 al -7.930 17.73
a~ -6.2091o-a 0.02 aZ -4.81510-~ 0.01
as 3.162 1 AS a3 0.989 2.45
aa -0.118 0.05 aa -4.815 10-~ 0.13
o? 309.942 17.12 va 345.479 22.03
ati 6.81710-~ 0.01 ou 7.91110-3 0.02
rll -11.855 2.37 r~1 -12.182 2.77
rn -0.118 0.01 rM -0.198 0.10
r,s 1.37310-a 0.03 r~s -4.60710-a 0.05
rIa 8.198 1.36 rla 8.494 1.fi2
rIa -0.521 0.10 q6 -0.579 0.12
,)e -0.454 0.10 r1e -0.540 C.13
riq -0.395 0.10 r~~ -0.435 0.11
ne -0.156 0.10 na -0.187 0.11
r~y 0.163 0.04 pp 0.188 0.06
nlo 6.831 10-a 0.04 qla 6.186 l0-a 0.04
nll -1.129 0.02 r~ll -1.177 0.23z7
TABLE 4.7 ESTIMATES BY METHOD 2 TABLE 4.8 ESTIMATES BY METHOD 3
NUMBER OF DRAWINGS R- 10 NUMBER OF DRAWINGS R- 5
parameter B3 standazd error parameter ~ standard error
a~ -8.686 19.59 al -6.665 18.43
a2 -4.817 30-~ 0.01 az -6.680 10-~ 0.01
as 1.098 2.71 as 3.423 3.03
aq -1.667 30-~ 0.14 aq -0.183 0.01
o? 346.921 23.92 oa 269.000 111.b8
o~ 7.92410'~ 0.02 o,a, 6.95910-~ 0.10
~1 -12.441 2.84 q1 -11.382 2.97
rrj -0.202 0.01 rh -O.llb 0.09
qs -4.50710-~ 0.05 ps 4.75510-~ 0.04
r~q 8.644 1.67 n4 7.902 1.73
na -0.580 0.12 rIa -0.519 0.12
qa -0.541 0.14 rIs -0.438 0.12
t~ -0.437 0.11 ryr -0.388 0.11
ne -0.189 0.11 q8 -0.148 0.11
ny 0.188 0.06 ny 0.166 0.05
nl0 6.29910-~ 0.04 q10 7.13910-z 0.04
711 -1.199 0.24 p11 -1.084 0.02
TABLE 4.9 ESTIMATES BY METHOD 3 TABLE 4.10 ESTIMATES BY METHOD 3
NUh111RR OF nRAWINGS R- 10 NiJMAER OF DRAWINGS R- 50
parameter Ba standatd error parametet -~a standard error
al -7.717 13.55 al -7.716 13.69
ai -6.59310-a 0.01 az -6.59810-~ 0.01
a~ 3.137 2.35 a~ 3.149 2.39
a4 -0.163 0.12 aq -0.164 0.01
o~ 308.748 125.49 0~ 308.748 130.46
a~ 6.91810-a 0.01 an 6.93210'~ 0.01
ril -11.368 2.72 nl -11.369 2.76
r~ -0.112 0.07 r~ -0.111 0.08
rIa 4.14610-~ 0.03 pa 4.32410-~ 0.04
rIq 7.895 1.57 qq 7.894 1.59
na -0.517 0.11 pa -0.517 0.11
pe -0.438 0.11 rIa -0.437 0.11
rn -0.38T 0.10 rM -0.386 0.10
rIe -0.148 0.11 pe -0.147 0.11
no 0.165 0.04 r~ 0.168 0.05
nto 7.16810-a 0.04 ~l0 7.26310-~ 0.04
nll -1.084 0.02 qll -1.084 0.0228
TABLE 4.11 ESTIMATES BY METHOD 3
NUMBER OF DRAWINGS R- 10
CORRELATED DISTURBANCES



































7.060 l0 ~ 0.04
-1.111 0.22
TABLE 4.12 WAGE ELASTICITIES ACCORDING
TO DIFFERENT ESTIMATION METHODS, R-10
method 1 method 2 method 3 ML
hours 1.119 0.fi37 0.518 1.943
participation 0.606 0.133 0.236 1.369
TABLE 4.13 VALUES OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION
estimates írom table: likelihood value
4.3 (ML) -2738.050
4.4 (method 1) -2881.038
4.7 (method 2) -2866.351
4.9 (method 3) -3006.79429
5 Conclusions
The main purpose of thc papcT has becn to investigate the usefullness of MSS esti-
malors iu mixcd discrclc-cunliuuuus modcla, wiU~ a focus on the kind uf modcl lypically
encountered in the analysis of labour supply. The experience in this paper appears to
be that ihe estimators períorm quite well. In the example considered, the MSS estima-
tots do a little worse than ML, but in more complex situations ML would simply be
infeasible. This is not only a matter of computing time, but also due to the fact that in
certain situations it is impossible to write down analytically the probability of certain
events, whereas the events can still be simulated. Estimation by simulation techniques
then turns out to be a useful tool in the analysis of labour supply models, in the sease
that these techniques enable us to estimate models which cannot, or only with great dif-
ficulty, be estimated with conventional methods like maximum likelihood or the method
of moments.
The simulated scores methods presented in this paper perform satisfactory, even with
a limited number of drawings. For the use of a limited number of drawings a price has
to be paid in the form of a loss in efficiency, but this loss is modest. This is in stark
contrast with the method of simulated maximum likelihood with a limited aumber of
drawings, which performs poorly.
The method oí simulated scores will be the more useful, tóe higher is the dimension
of integration in the evaluation of response probabilities in the likelihood function. In
this context one may think of models of family labour supply with various sources of
randomness. In thie papers we have only used smooth simulators. In more complex
models the use of frequency simulators cannot always be avoided. Their main drawback
is their discontin~iity in the parameters as a result of which conventional gradient based
optimization procedutes cannot be used. The downhill simplex method by Nelder and
Mead (1965~, employed by Blcemen and Kapteyn (1992~ for instance, is quite time
consuming. This disadvantage, however, is mitigated by the posaibility to use a limited
number of drawings in the method of simulated scores.30
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